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企 業 理 念

もっと、心に響かせよう。

もっと、暮らしを支えよう。

明日を、未 来を、拓 いていこう。

Enjoy & use anywhere, anytime. You can always rely on J:COM.
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Business Performance

billion yen689.3Revenue

*Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, as of
January 1 2017, households indicated in Basic Resident Register

57.48 million households
*Japan Cable and Telecommunications Association, "Cable television industry report 2017"
50.56 million households
●Number of Home Passed 

26.50 million households
●Total number of households
   connected to network

*Japan Cable and Telecommunications Association, "Cable television industry report 2017"

［Cable television industry data］

1,160.8 billion yen●Annual Sales

Sales share of J:COM in
cable television industry

Service subscribing
households

5.3713.67million
households

million
households

Homes Passed

21.36
Homes Passed: the number of households for which

the network is built and available for service provisioning.

million
households

J:COM in figures

*as of end of December 2017

*fiscal year 2016

The number of community 
channel viewable households 
= the total number of households
   connected to network（ ）

CATV subscribing households

3.77 million
households

Internet subscribing households

3.57million
households

Telephone subscribing households

3.79million
households

［Total number of households in Japan］ ［Cable television industry data］
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J:COM supporting consumers in local community

27group cable 
companies
operating 74

Group CATV systems

17,263
The number of employees

3,200
●Customer care center staff

We operate 11 company-owned customer centers throughout 
Japan. Our operators are available 365 days a year to help 
you with a wide variety of inquiries, such as subscriptions, 
offered services, fees, remote control operation and more.

70stores
●J:COM Shop Shops are located in commercial districts and facilities in various 

parts of Japan. Support for customer inquiries including service 
subscriptions, plan reviews, and operational help. You can also try 
our services for yourself at our shops.

4,200
●Service engineer staff

To ensure stable service provisioning, our skilled engineers 
will conduct the initial installation and connection test.
We also support solving customers’ problems like TV not 
working.

2,600
●Sales representatives

We make door-to-door visits to help find the best service 
matching individual customers’ lifestyles.

600
●After-support staff

The team of experts supports customers’ needs after 
subscribing.

*as of end of January 2018

*as of end of January 2018

*as of end of February 2018

*Numbers are partially rounded

*as of end of March 2018

*as of end of February 2018

*as of end of February 2018
*as of end of January 2018
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Aiming to become indispensable J:COM
We promote "J:COM Everywhere" to become "Indispensable J:COM" based on 5 pillar services;

CATV, Internet, telephone, mobile and electricity.

Our operators are available to remotely 
help you solve troubles with your J:COM 
MOBILE in “remote Support”. Or specialized 
staff may come to your house to help 
with your J:COM service problems.

OMAKASE support

J:COM Everywhere

■High-quality primary VolP phone service fully utilizing IP technology

■Unlimited calling plan via collaboration, J:COM × au

■Safe and comfortable calls with telephone security monitoring
　24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 

"J:COM Gas Supplied by 
Osaka Gas" is available 
only in Kansai area. 

Here's

☝

J:COM

Here's

☝

J:COM

Here's

☝

J:COM

Here's

☝

J:COM

Here's

☝

J:COM

Gas

■High-speed, high-quality network

■Comprehensive selection of free
　security services

■Support for individuals inexperienced
　with computers

We will provide compensation up to the 
defined maximum amount for problems and 
damages resulting from drops, water leaks, 
breaks, or collisions to our customers' devices 
such as TVs, computers, and tablets which 
are connected to J:COM NET.

OMAKASE Device Compensation
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Our unlimited music service 
provides various genres of 
music including the latest 
J-pop, anime, foreign music, 
and jazz.

J:COM Music
powered by Uta Pass

Our bicycle road service supports 
breakdowns and dead batteries. 
The service comes with an accident 
and liability insurance for bicycle 
accidents to protect you further.

Bicycle Support

■Make your TV more fun and more
　convenient with Smart TV service

■Enjoy programs via "J:COM On Demand"
　app even when you are away

■Plenty of thematic channels and high 
　quality 4K broadcasting service

We have speedy solutions for 
problems like plumbing and keys with 
our “KINKYU KAKETSUKE service” 
(emergency response service). We 
also offer housekeeping services.
*Services are provided by Japan Best Rescue 
System Co., Ltd.

Home support

J:COM's original tablet service allowing 
you to search for useful information with 
a simple operation.

KURASHI Navi

■Highly reliable and high quality 
service provided by au’s network

■No data usage count when using 
"J:COM On Demand" app

■A wide range of plans like different 
data plans and “5-minute free talk” 
to meet different needs

■Reduce your power bills by combining with 
　other J:COM services

■Savings in months with high usage as well 
　as months with low usage 

■Check your electricity usage and bill on 
　your PC, smartphone or tablet

Shop channel

Asmik Ace

Here's

☝

J:COM

Here's

☝

J:COM

"Shop Channel" is Japan's largest shopping 
channel. It is broadcasted live 24 hours a day, 
365 days a year. Approximately 29.20 million 
households all around Japan can watch the 
channel for free through CATV,  satellite 

network and such.
(as of end of March 2017)

DENRYOKU

Here's

☝

J:COM
eBooks
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Cable modem

J:COM CATV Business

J:COM supports daily life
J:COM is a leading company of the broadcasting and telecommunications industry, offering CATV, 

high-speed Internet access, and landline telephone services as well as mobile phone and electric power 

services nationwide.

J:COM supports your daily life by providing varieties of services to enrich your life.

J:COM’s TV service enhances your

TV’s convenience and flexibility with

various ways to make your TV time more fun.

Japan's largest of multiple cable system operator

Each of J:COM Group’s operators 
offers the J:COM brand services in 
its service area.
With our multiple-system operating 
method, we make full use of the 
economy of scale in programming 
costs and procurement of equipment 
and devices. Our capital strength is 
also an advantage that allows us to 
make large-scale capital investments 
that would be difficult for a stand-alone 
operator.

J:COM’s reliable networks delivering high-quality services

J:COM's services are supported by a high-capacity broadband network. J:COM provides the television, Internet, and 
fixed telephone service via one cable.

C
ustom

ers

Managing
company Operators

Jupiter
Telecom

m
unications

P
urchase

M
anagem

ent guidelines

P
rogram
suppliers

Equipm
ent

m
anufacturers

Governm
ent

agencies

C
om
prehensive

negotiation

C
A
TV
 system

 operators;
27 com

panies operating
74 system

s

(as of end of January 2018)

O
ptical signal converter

P
rotector

Set top box

headend

EMTA

coaxial cable

O
ptical cable

DENRYOKU

J:COM Smart TV

Just by installing an STB on your TV, TV turns into a smart TV. Not only can you watch a variety of thematic channels, 
you can also enjoy "J:COM Game", YouTube and other apps on your widescreen TV.

J:COM’s selected contents in 4K include original programs such as the 
serial drama, “MEMORY” (co-produced with Fuji Television Network), and a 
live broadcasting of “Cycle*2017 ‘J:COM presents 2017 Tour de France 
Saitama Critérium’”.

J:COM's original content and trendy hits

Smart J:COM Box

“Cycle*2017 ‘J:COM presents 2017
Tour de France Saitama Critérium’”

©Saitama city

J:COM's multi-channel service includes over 90 thematic channels. You can 
always find something exciting from the rich line-up.

Multi-channel service

*4K content is available with “4K Smart J:COM Box <<with DVR function>>”.

J:COM provides 4K Ultra HD content via J:COM On Demand, our VOD 
service, and broadcasts “Cable 4K”, the 4K channel of the CATV industry 
as well. J:COM will also actively work on delivery of BS/CS’s 4K/8K 
commercial broadcast on CATV.

J:COM's 4K service

 “MEMORY”
Co-produced by

FUJI TV ONE/TWO/NEXT × J:COM

In cooperation with Japan Cable and Telecommunications Association and 
other cable operators nationwide, J:COM has taken concrete steps to provide 
a 4K service that takes advantage of the strengths of CATV.

4K service
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High quality cable Internet connection

J:COM NET deploys FTTN (fiber to the node) architecture, where fiber-optic cables are used for trunk lines and 
coaxial cables to reach customers’ residences. This provides a stable and reliable high speed connection with low 
signal noise to the home.
We have a lineup of plans that are designed to fit each individual’s purposes - from 1G plan*, which allows you to fully 
enjoy videos and music, to our 1Mbps plan for less use.

Free comprehensive security and helpful support system

We provide “McAfee for ZAQ” based on the global brand, McAfee. A full range of 
security services to prevent unauthorized access and virus infections are for you 
to use for free. We also provide helpful filtering software "i-filter for ZAQ" to protect 
your child using Internet. 
In addition, we offer a complete range of online support through our subscriber website, 
as well as a subscriber telephone line where specialized staff is available to help 
365 days a year.

Our high-speed, high-capacity network allows us to 

transmit data at stable high speeds with low signal noise. 

Including our 1G plan

(maximum downstream speed of 1G bps) 

we offer a lineup of plans to suit customers' needs.

Unlimited calling plan via J:COM x au

“J:COM PHONE Plus” offered in the collaboration of J:COM and KDDI ‒ 
unlimited calls between J:COM PHONE Plus, “au home phone”, “au 
smartphone”, and “au cell phone” subscribers.

Our fixed phone service is highly reliable and offers the economic 

advantages of an affordable basic fee and calling charges.

Our lines are under consistent monitoring for 24 x 7, ensuring full 

support for any disruptions. 

*1G plan is expanding its service area

Smart TV service －expand your excitement

J:COM Tablet supports LTE enabling you to stay connected even when you are outside your home. Providing 
convenient TV viewing and an Internet connection.

J:COM Tablet

J:COM On Demand

You can enjoy a variety of programs anytime and anywhere using J:COM On Demand. By downloading the app, you 
can watch them on your smartphone or tablet while at home or outside. 

Purchase your favorite from the new & hit titles, or subscribe to “MEGA Pack”, a selection of over 8,000* titles at 
a flat-rate.  The "Channel! On Demand" offering catch ups and archived contents from a thematic channel is also 
available.

70,000 new releases* & popular titles and catch up programs

Various ways to enjoy contents outside your home

You can enjoy J:COM On Demand, J:COM eBook and J:COM Music powered by Uta Pass with your smartphone or 
tablet anytime, anywhere.

Just download the J:COM On Demand app and you can watch live streams of sport events like NPB, golf or rugby, 
and programs on air while you are away from home.

Enjoy live streams and J:COM On Demand outside

When you are on J:COM MOBILE (P13) or J:COM Tablet, no data usage will be counted.

No data usage count 

You can watch programs on your TV and tablet at the same time. You can 
watch both on-air and recorded shows anywhere you like in your home on 
your tablet.

Double the fun by linking with TV

Feel free to read more than 700* magazines available in J:COM eBooks, 
one of the largest selections of magazines in Japan.

Popular magazines

J:COM Wonder Studio opened within Tokyo Skytree 
Town in 2012. It was renovated in March, 2017 
and Japan’s largest-class (98”) 4K screen was 
installed in the event zone. Many visitors also 
enjoy the experience zone, where you can get 
your hands on J:COM’s products and services to 
actually experience thematic channels’ broadcasts 
and other events.

*as of March 1 2018

*as of February 2018

J:COM Music powered by Uta Pass, started in March, 2018, is an unlimited music service which provides 
about 4,000* playlists from various genres of music such as the latest J-pop, anime, foreign and jazz.

Various music

*as of end of March 2018
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High quality MVNO service using au’s highly reliable network

J:COM MOBILE using au's 4G LTE network, not only offers the reliable high speed data, but is compatible with au 
VoLTE for high quality voice calls.

J:COM’s advantages as a CATV operator

By downloading the app, you can watch over 40,000* videos through “J:COM On Demand”. There is no need to 
worry about the data use to watch movies, dramas, anime and live sports streaming because the data used in the 
app is not included in your monthly data usage.

No data charge on “J:COM On Demand”, where you can enjoy a variety of visual content

Support staff can be sent to your home to help you with the initial setup and basic control of your phone. J:COM’s 
commitment to the local community means you can receive dedicated care after subscribing as well.

Comforting support system

Responding to a variety of customer needs

5 plans, from 0.5GB up to 10GB, are available for you to 
choose from.

Select a plan according to your usage

All domestic calls lasting 5-minute or less are free of charge.

"KAKEHOUDAI5HUN" brings satisfaction to users 
making frequent calls 

A replacement will be delivered by one call in the cases of 
malfunction, physical damage, or water damage.

Comprehensive device warranty service

MVNO* service by J:COM, "J:COM MOBILE" is reliable and 

economical.

We provide a service that fully utilizes our advantages as a 

CATV operator, and is very distinct from 'just a cheap' 

smartphone.

*Mobile Virtual Network Operator

We deliver high quality, reliable, yet economical 

electricity to your home.

J:COM supports the lives of our customers by 

providing electricity safely and securely.

LG Wine Smart 
Easy typing with the numeric keypad.
Touchscreen like a smartphone’s.

*as of March 1, 2018

DENRYOKU

Get a better gas deal with J:COM service

Saving electricity through visualization

J:COM offers ECOREPO* - a service in which you can check your monthly 
bill and your current electricity consumption on your PC, tablet, or 
smartphone. We not only provide the electricity, but also the complimentary 
service of power savings and price reduction via visualization.

In April, 2017, J:COM started a new retail city 
gas service, “J:COM Gas Supplied by Osaka 
Gas”, as an agent of Osaka Gas Co., Ltd. in the 
Kansai area. Osaka Gas continues to provide 
services related to gas supply, gas leaks, and 
other safety measures so customers can continue 
using city gas with the same confidence as 
always.

Gas supply

Security business

Provide service
(agent)

*Pay service with which you can receive more detailed information is also available

HUAWEI P10 lite 
A smartphone to meet your every 
need with beautiful display, high 
performance camera and fast 
charging.

Make your electricity economical while maintaining the safety and reliability

A plan for general residential use. Subscribe to “DENRYOKU Set”, a combination with TV, Internet, and telephone 
services, and you can save on your electricity bill. No initial installation is necessary because we use the existing 
power infrastructure. The quality of the electricity will also stay the same.

J:COM DENRYOKU for Home

J:COM DENRYOKU for Apartments J:COM DENRYOKU Discount Course for Apartments
Two plans are offered for the common spaces in 
the condominium; a plan for lighting only, and a 
plan for lighting and powering. These plans help 
reducing the cost of electricity in the common 
spaces compared to regional power companies.

A plan for larger condominiums. Saving in electricity rate by 
contracting in bulk for the whole building. Two plans are 
available; the balance discount plan and the common space 
discount plan. If TV and Internet services are subscribed 
together, the savings on the electricity bill are even greater.

Gas

Osaka Gas
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J:COM Media Business

Diversify the business 
and add values 
J:COM expands the business multilaterally amongst video planning/ production, theater distribution, 

content acquisition and distribution to VOD services, investment to and management of thematic channels. 

J:COM aims to enhance the group's collective strengths by promoting the content value chain.

Asmik Ace is engaged in comprehensive video business such as theater film production and distribution, package and 
program sales, and rights planning and production. The company is active in multifaceted planning and production that 
is not limited to video content.

In 2018, Asmik is releasing highly topical works including “Kids on the slope” - so 
touching a story you cannot hold back your tears - and Osamu Suzuki’s first film, 
“Love × Doc”. The company has produced Japan Academy Award winning films 
and hit films including “Nobou no shiro”, “Helter Skelter”, “Fune wo amu”, “TOO 
YOUNG TO DIE!”, and “Sekigahara”. Their planning and production capabilities, 
and their advertising reach are highly regarded in the film industry.
The company also plays a role in distributing foreign movies ‒ the popular action 
series, “Transporter”, the Academy Award winning “Her”, and the Japanese 
animations - “Planetarian” and “Tokimeki Restaurant MIRACLE 6”. Additionally, 
Asmik also engages in licensing and package sales of movies and TV drama 
series. The company introduces excellent content in all categories.

Creating and delivering exhilarating films ‒ production, distribution and sales of theatrical titles

“LAST HOPE”, the latest film of Shoji Kawamori, who is also known for the “Macross” 
series, made with Chinese capital, starts to be broadcasted and streamed nationwide 
in April 2018. Asmik is carrying out rights development such as merchandising to the 
world. The company planned and produced J:COM’s original drama, “Yami no 
shikko-nin” featuring Riki Takeuchi. Asmik has been engaging in multi-sided planning 
and production of rights to develop new IP (Intellectual Property) that is not limited to 
video contents -- holding a public contest of original scripts simultaneously in Japan 
and Korea along with a Korean film company and a web comic production company.

In addition to sourcing and supplying of video content 
to J:COM On Demand and Video Pass by KDDI, we 
have Japan’s largest-class video managing capability 
that enable us to provide stable content distribution. We 
also have an emphasis on production and distribution 
of premium content like “Shimajiro no Eigo de Fun 
Fun Time!”, an English program for kids, and “Neko no 
hosomichi”, original variety program.
With the IP-VOD service for cable operators, “milplus”, 
J:COM, in addition to acquiring content, offers sales 
support for cable operators ‒ promotional planning, 
design and implementation of service at its initial launch.

With J SPORTS On Demand, you can enjoy a wide variety of content from J SPORTS, including rugby, cycling road 
races, motor sports and futsal on your PC, smartphone or tablet. “Golf Network Plus” is a score management 
application with the most downloads in Japan.* Using the app, you can watch the Golf Network real-time and 
enjoy lesson programs. We provide video distribution services that allow you to enjoy contents from popular sports 
channels conveniently.

Watch sports anywhere you want, anytime you want

Original program
“Shimajiro no Eigo de Fun Fun Time!”

©Benesse Corporation 1988-2018/ Shimajiro
*Free streaming with J:COM On Demand

2017-2018 PGA Tour - streaming entire tournaments

“Star Wars: The Last Jedi”
¥500 (tax not included)/ 72 hrs/

started in April 25th, 2018
©2018 & TM Lucasfilm Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

C
ustom

erVideo
planning
and

production

External
content
holder

Terrestrial broadcaster

Satellite
broadcaster

IPTV
operator

CATV
operator

Theater,
video rental
and sales

Telecom
operator

BS/CS
channel
operations

Content
acquisition
and

distribution

Theater
distribution
and

video sales

Media business domain

SUPER GT
©GTA

Video planning and production / 　Theater distribution and video sales

Videos never seen before
Excitement never experienced before

Content acquisition and distribution

Providing compelling content
to various VOD services

Anime, original dramas and web comic development - planning
and production rights to the world

*as of end of January 2018

“Love × Doc”
©2018 “Love × Doc” Production Committee

“LAST HOPE”
©2017 Shoji Kawamori, Satelight /

Xiamen Skyloong Media ©Getty Images
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“Sex and the City: Season 3”
©2018 Home Box Office, Inc. All Rights Reserved. HBO and
all related programs are the property of Home Box Office, Inc.

Media Business

Enrich your life with attractive content

［Discovery Channel］
World class documentary 

channel

［Animal Planet］
World class animal and 
nature channel

［Kid's Station］
Thematic channel for children
with cartoons and anime

［AT-X］
Premium anime
channel

［AXN］
24-hour access to the latest 

overseas dramas

［Nihon Eiga Senmon Channel］
Broadcasting the talked-about 

Japanese hit movies that get movie 
fans excited!

［Jidaigeki Senmon Channel］
Japanese period dramas only, 

365 days a year!

［Nikkei CNBC］
24-hour non-stop coverage of 

economics, business and financial 
markets

While we manage a variety of thematic channels in various genres like movies, dramas, sports, and 

hobbies to deliver high quality entertainment, we also invest in 8 more thematic channels.

Our goal is to enrich your life, and deliver new experiences.

［Movie Plus］

One of the most subscribed
movie channels in Japan
Movie Plus has special programs with specific 
themes such as “Marutto 24 Hrs” project and 
“Fukikae Okoku” as well as world hits and movie 
series linked with the latest movies in theaters. 
Movie Plus exclusive includes broadcasting of the 
Cannes Film Festival and information about visiting 
movie stars.

A scene from the Cannes Film Festival
Photo: Afro ©Movie Plus Cannes Film Festival / the 69th red carpet

［Women's channel♪LaLa TV］

Media for women's lifestyles
Broadcasting programs in four categories - 
drama, stage, cinema and lifestyle - carefully 
selected to fit women's lifestyles. It is an 
entertainment channel designed to deliver the 
latest trends and bring the excitement to your 
life.

［J SPORTS 1・2・3・4］

Japan's largest sports channel
brand with 4 channels
Watch live broadcasts of NPB, MLB, football, 
rugby, motor sports, cycling road races, figure 
skating, and basketball. J SPORTS continues 
to deliver great moments of sports and 
challenges new things.

Act On TV
hobbies and lifestyle for grown-ups

“Useful, Helpful and Valuable”
Delivering lots of practical information!
For those who are particular about their 
lifestyle, Act On TV delivers select programs, 
such as cars, bicycles, constructing a house, 
diet, managing personal finances and how to 
use a smartphone, which are useful for your 
hobbies and daily life. Act On TV’s original and 
select content will help you enriching your life.

“The Magnificent Century”
©Tims Productions

“Cycle*2018 Tour de France”
©Yuzuru SUNADA

2017-2018 PGA Tour ‒
broadcasting entire tournaments

©Getty Images

“Kaikan! Bicycle Life”

Programs for adults
This channel offers special ly-selected 
high-quality content from Japan and overseas. 
With historical dramas and mysteries from all 
around the world, and large-scale music shows 
of popular songs, the channel is full of movies 
and entertainment for the enjoyment of older 
audiences.

CHANNEL GlNGA:
Historical dramas, suspense, and
Japanese traditional songs

［Golf Network］

Japan’s only CS golf thematic channel
The one and only golf channel that delivers 
you the original shows and live broadcasts 
from overseas and domestic tours. If you are a 
golf lover, don’t miss out on all the games 
from the 2017-2018 PGA Tour of America, 
extended broadcasts of major championships 
and our original lesson programs.

〈Capital participating channels〉

17 18
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Enriching communities and society

What does it mean to be community-based?

J:COM will keep on cooperating to
revitalize communities and make them happy

【Contribute to local communities by working together with local residents】

Aiming to become an indispensable member of the local communities

Collect and
transmit local
information

Propose
solutions to

community needs

Plan and
manage
local events

The
community's PR
and archive

J:COM will work as the local information hub
to meet with the community’s needs

Local sports
groups

Educational
organization

Local
community

Tourism
committee

Local
government

Chamber of
commerce

Proposals
Solutions

Needs
Issues

Revitalizing communities via collaboration
with municipality

Planning and managing local events Keeping communities clean

Broadcasting programs for and by the local
community

Sharing local highlights and distributing to all
J:COM areas

　 Local production staff making local programs for the community and
    communicating through Community Channel

'Community producers' are the point of contact to build the relationships with
 local municipality and other local interest groups in order.

　 Delivering important information for the safety and comfort of locals
　  -an abundance of essential information delivered by local media-

・Treaty of emergency broadcast

・Information for disaster prevention

・Data broadcasting

・Local information app "Do local"

L-shape information subs for disaster prevention Local information app
"Do local"

©Tokyo Koenji Awa-Odori
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To realization of enriched communities and society

Delivering local charm via
two original channels
J:COM offers two original community channels ‒ “J:COM Channel” limited to local area and “J:COM 

TV” for all areas. All households connected to the J:COM networks can watch for free, regardless of their 

subscriptions to paid services.

J:COM Channel

J:COM Channel is packed with local-information, such as local events, 
government information and information about disaster prevention. 
The channel delivers the news via "Daily News", featuring the city events 
and government updates. In case of disaster, information will be sent out 
immediately for the safety of the local community. The channel is thoroughly 
dedicated to the community with programs like "Local Celebrities" focusing 
on active locals, and live broadcasting of local events and sports.

Thoroughly "Do local" !

Channel index
●Sapporo, Sendai, Kanto, Kansai and
　Kita-Kyushu area
・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・terrestrial digital ch11
●Shimonoseki area ・・・・・・・terrestrial digital ch12
●Kumamoto area・・・・・・・・・・・・・terrestrial digital ch10

Find out what’s happening in your 
community.
Live daily news that is particularly 
dedicated to the local information. 

Daily News

A talk show featuring remarkable local 
residents and the field in which they 
excel.

Local Celebrities

Delivering special programs featuring 
popular sports competitions - like the 
regional round of high school baseball.

Live broadcasts of
local sports events

Delivering pertinent information to 71 regions all around Japan

J:COM TV

Deliver the local information to all areas via J:COM's network. J:COM TV is 
full of fascinating attractions like local festivals and other local information.
The channel delivers the charms exclusive to CATV through various 
methods including collaborative works with radio stations as well as live 
concerts and sports.

Delivering locally produced information to all areas

Channel index
●Sapporo, Sendai, Kanto areas 
・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・terrestrial digital ch10
●Kansai, Fukuoka, Kita-Kyushu areas  
・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・terrestrial digital ch12
●Shimonoseki area・・・・・・・・terrestrial digital ch111
●Kumamoto area ・・・・・・・・・・・・terrestrial digital ch11

With the iconic rugby cheering squad 
“KAGAJO☆7”, this program delivers 
rich information about rugby to attract 
more people to watch and enjoy rugby, 
and became fans.

FUN × FAN RUGBY with 
KAGAJO☆7

Sharing wonderful local content with other local CATV systems

Live broadcasting of traditional 
festivals, fireworks, and original events 
to all areas.

Live broadcasts of local 
events

A variety talk show with casual topics 
for adults. It conveys the atmosphere 
of both a cozy local town, and private 
radio.

All Night NipponTV
@J:COM presented by 
Tsuruko Shofukutei

Photo by Asakusa samba carnival committee
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J:COM Technology

Providing services that resonate
with customers
J:COM promotes advancement of its networks to improve the customer experiences. 

With more advanced networks, we can provide services in stable environment and offer more diversified 

new services.

J:COM’s technology to support
our services
As a company providing life-essential services like TV, Internet, and telephone, it is J:COM’s social 

mission to provide stable services. 

We deliver safe and reliable service with the latest technologies and 24 x 7 support.

Realizing a rich and convenient life Your safety and comfort are our top priorities

Our service engineers provide a full range of customer support

J:COM is intensively promoting network improvements to render a richer and more convenient life to our customers. 
We currently employ a hybrid system of optical fiber and coaxial cable (FTTN), but we continue to seek improving 
network infrastructure for faster and more comfortable to better support customers’ lives.  Future plans include 
increasing the ratio of the optical fiber and broadening of the available frequency of the coaxial cable from 770MHz 
to 1GHz.

To enrich the TV service and enhance your experience, we are focusing on providing a higher resolution TV service. 
We are developing a new 4K set-top box, “New 4K STB”, to start planned 4K/8K commercial broadcasting in 
December 2018 on BS/CS platforms.

Preparing for disasters

J:COM is strengthening our facilities to withstand 
unexpected emergencies so our service can continue 
in disasters. We place maximum focus on preparation 
to deliver essential information in emergency.

We are building a system that can recover rapidly, even when trouble occurs 
due to inevitable ingress noise or optical fiber damages caused by incidents 
like fire.

Our expert engineers monitors our nationwide services 24 x 7 from two 
locations in Tokyo and Osaka. In addition, the engineers are stationed 
locally for rapid responses to assure high-quality services.
We are focusing our efforts to prevent a trouble before happening, constantly 
looking one step ahead in surveillance measures, such as utilizing big 
data to detect warning signs of potential disruptions, and implementing 
countermeasures for cyber-attacks.

At J:COM, we are dedicated to making our diverse services as convenient 
and approachable to you as possible. We have established a technical 
qualification system for engineers to better train our engineers so that 
installations are performed precisely, and explanations on how to use our 
services are thorough and complete. Once you subscribe, we are available 
to assist you not only via website and phone, but on site at your residence 
when needed. J:COM supports enriching your life with complete and 
comprehensive aftercare. J:COM supports better living for you with our 
complete and comprehensive aftercare system.
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Corporate Social Responsibility

For a better future - as a member of society

Promoting diversity

Donations through the VOD service

“BOKIN On Demand” is a system that utilize the VOD service scheme on J:COM On 
Demand to enable J:COM TV customers to make donations easily via their remote 
control. J:COM matches the amount of money raised by customers and donates it.
We established “the Great East Japan Earthquake Archive” with the slogan, “Never 
forget 3.11”. J:COM is spreading awareness and the importance of preventing future 
disasters, as well as remembering the past, by distribution of various programs 
about the Great East Japan Earthquake including those produced by other Cable TV 
operators.

Promoting work-life balance
As part of creating a comfortable work environment, we are utilizing various working 
arrangements to allow diverse workstyles to help employees to fully realize their potential.

Promoting active participation of women

To promote the active involvement of female employees who are facing issues of balancing between their careers 
and life events like marriage, child delivery and childcare, we are providing proactive programs with a variety of 
options for skill development and career support. 

Promoting the employment and active involvement of people with disabilities

J:COM established J:COM Heart Co., Ltd. in June 
2015 with the concept of creating workplaces in 
which anyone can actively participate, and the 
company was certified as a special subsidiary in 
October 2015. The company is making proactive 
efforts to provide the rewarding workplaces for 
capable and willing people with disabilities. We 
will further improve the workplace so everyone 
can actively participate.

Support future-creating challenges

Since June, 2016, J:COM has been supporting “future-creating challenges” 
by collaborating with “Readyfor”, a big crowdfunding site. By donating 
a “Matching Gift” equal to the funds raised via crowdfunding and by 
extensively announcing such activities through community channels or on 
our website as well, J:COM has been developing efforts using its strengths 
as a media company. By helping creations of new challenges, we are 
contributing toward creation of new values and realization of better future.

Green Logistics Project -turning logics from cost to value- 
J:COM handles more than 1,000 kinds of communication equipment like the cable that connects our company and 
the subscribers' home and devices in customer premises.  We have 3 million shipments of customer devices a year. 
Through various measures, including improving the efficiency 
of delivery routes and using CO2 credits from FORESTOCK 
Association, we are working to reduce logistics-related CO2 
emissions by 20% from 2016 levels by 2020. J:COM is 
contributing to alleviate environmental burden such as global 
warming.

Preserving the forest
with electricity bills

A portion of the electricity revenue from our 
customers is used to protect forests. Each 
household can preserve approximately 5m2 
of forest for a year.

*J:COM Green Project uses the FORESTOCK
Accreditation System from FORESTOCK Association.

“ZAQ”, the mascot character for
cable Internet service, ZAQ

Creating a workplace where every employee
can fulfill one's potential
▷As in our company policy, 'cherish all people', we believe that having diverse human assets in the company to fulfill 
their unique potentials results in our capabilities to respond to a wide range of customer needs. Thus, we can 
realize corporate growth and employees’ well-being.
▷Regardless of one's personality, gender, age, nationality, disability, experience, skills, lifestyle, sexual preference 
or, gender recognition, we mutually respect and understand diverse values of motivated employees. 
▷We aim to foster a workplace environment where all motivated employees can fulfill their potentials.

Telecommuting
By creating alternative choices for people raising children or 
caring their family, and for those with a disability, we aim to 
achieve a work-life balance, bring out autonomy, and raise 
productivity.

Short work hours for
parents

Applicable to parents of children 
up to 6th grade.

Dividing period of care leave and partial salary
compensation

For every member of family, our employees can take total of one 
year of care leave. The period of care leave may be divided and 
salary during their absence is partially compensated.

Certified as a childcare support company
('Kurumin' mark qualified) 

The Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare certifies 
corporation engaged with promotion and facilitation 
of diverse working conditions to attain work-life 
balance for employees with or without children.

The welcome back system

Opportunities for former employees who left the company for 
family obligations like caregiving. The skills, experience, and 
knowledge they had built allow them to start contributing 
immediately.

Paid leave by the hour

Up to 5 days (40 hours) of annual paid leave per year can be 
taken in hourly segments. By implementing flexible workstyles, we 
aim to improve the work environment for all employees without 
affecting their productivity.

【Working arrangement examples】

Preservation
 of Forest
Prevention of
Global
Warming

Customer Forest owner

Use of J:COM
DENRYOKU

Support
preservation
activities with
part of the
electricity bill

FORESTOCK Association

Donate part of the electricity
bill to preservation

Support Project 2
- Entrepreneurship education for 
elementary school children -
Kid's Honey Kamakura

Participate in crowdfunding

Support crowdfunding Support funding and
make announcements

Future-creating
challenge

Participant
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1995 1997 1999 2000
2001

2004
2005

2006
2007

2008

2009
2010

2011
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

●Launched telephony service (July)

●Launched high-speed Internet access service
　(January)

●Consolidated TITUS Communications
　Corporation (September)

●Launched digital CATV service, 
　"J:COM TV Digital"
　 (currently J:COM TV Standard) (April)

●Launched Video On Demand (VOD) service,
　"J:COM On Demand" (January)
●Listed on the JASDAQ Securities Exchange
  (currently Tokyo Securities Exchange JASDAQ market)
  (March)
●Introduced new brand, "J:COM" (March)

●Founded as a joint venture involving
　Sumitomo Corporation and
　Tele-Communications International, Inc. 
　(currently Liberty Global, Inc.) (January)
●Launched CATV service for
　approximately 19,000 subscribing
　households (March)

Achieved

1 million
total subscribing
households

Achieved

2 million
total subscribing
households

Achieved

3 million
total subscribing
households

Achieved

5 million
total subscribing
households

●Acquired the management rights to
　Kansai Multimedia Services Co., Ltd. (January)
●Launched a new STB equipped with a built in
　HDDhard disk, "HDR" (April)
●Acquired the management rights to 
　Cable West Inc. (September)

●Absorbed Jupiter TV Co., Ltd.
　(September)
●Established Channel Ginga
　Co., Ltd. (November)

●Launched "J:COM Earthquake Alert
　Service" (January)
●Consolidated Mediatti Communications,
　Inc. (December)

●Established Technology Networks Inc. (@NetHome Co., Ltd. merged with J:COM
　Technologies Co., Ltd. (currently Jupiter Telecommunications Co., Ltd)) (January)
●Acquired the management rights to J SPORTS Broadcasting
　Corporation (current J SPORTS Corporation)(October) 

●Closed the memorandum of understanding regarding
　establishment of 3-company alliance with
　Sumitomo Corporation and KDDI Corporation (June)

●Jointly acquired YOKOHAMA CABLE
　VISION Inc. with Tokyu Corporation
　and consolidated (October)
●Introduced ZAQ as the nationwide
　J:COM NET service character
　(October)

●Started applying a new discount service, 
　"au Smart Value" (March)
●Consolidated ASMIK ACE ENTERTAINMENT, 
　INC. (currently ASMIK ACE, INC.) (March)
●Opened "J:COM Wonder Studio" at
　TOKYO SKYTREE TOWN® (May)
●Launched "Mega Pack", a subscription VOD
　service on "J:COM on Demand" (June)
●Launched a home network service, "J:COM
　OMAKASE support" (October)
●Launched "J:COM DENRYOKU", an electric
　power service for condominiums, in Suginami, 
　Tokyo (December)

●Renewed community channels, "J:COM Channel" and
　"J:COM Television" (July)
●Delisted from the JASDAQ market of the Tokyo Stock
　Exchange (July)
●Launched "milplus", an IP-VOD service for CATV
　operators (August)
●Consolidated IP Power Systems Corp. (September)
●Launched a new set-top box, "Smart TV Box" 
　(November)
●Consolidated JAPAN CABLENET LIMITED
　(Now merged with Jupiter Telecommunications Co., Ltd.) 
　(December)

●Launched the second series
　of Smart TV Service, "Smart
　J:COM Box", an STB
　developed uniquely for our
　service (February)
●Launched trial 4K
　broadcasting (June)
●Absorbed Technology
　Networks Inc. (July)

●Launched "OKAIMONO support", a service
　exclusive to subscribers (March)
●Launched 4K-VOD service (May)
●Launched J:COM TV Standard Plus (May)
●Established J:COM Heart Co., Ltd., a
　company to help the employment of people
　with disabilities (June)
●Consolidated an events and tickets agency,
　Any Co., Ltd. (July)
●Launched "J:COM MOBILE", a MVNO service
　(October)
●J:COM Heart Co., Ltd. certified as a special
　subsidiary (October)
●Started broadcast of "Cable 4K", a 4K channel
　for cable industry (December)

●Consolidated e-commerce company
　Jupiter Shop Channel Co., Ltd.
　(March)
●Launched retail electricity sales
　service "J:COM DENRYOKU for
　Home" (April)
●J:COM Kyushu Co., Ltd. acquired
　J:COM Oita Ltd. (June)
●Broadcasted coverage of the 2016
　Rio Olympics on community channels
　(August)
●Achieved 100,000 subscribing 
　households in "J:COM DENRYOKU
　for Home" (September)

●Achieved 100,000 subscribing customers in
　"J:COM MOBILE", a MVNO
　service (January)
●Achieved 200,000 subscribing households in
　"J:COM DENRYOKU for Home" (January)
●Launched a subscription digital magazine
　service on "J:COM eBooks" (February)
●Launched a retail Toshi gas sales service,
　"J:COM Gas Supplied by Osaka Gas", in the
　Kansai area (April)

Celebrating J:COM’s 23rd anniversary
since foundation
We are dedicated to providing various
services that resonate with customers
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J:COM strives to be your essential service
provider with services that reach your heart
The broadcast and telecommunication industry is facing fierce competitions in a constantly changing 

environment. In order for J:COM to continue growing, we believe that the company must fully capitalize on 

our strengths, “comprehensiveness”, “local presence” and “interactivity” to attract more customers, and 

evolve to “a comprehensive service provider of the local community”. 

With our comprehensive strength based on our 5 services, TV, Internet, telephone, mobile, and electric 

power, we will respond to wide range of customers’ needs; moreover, we are taking on new challenges 

to create new services for the IoT era. We will endeavor to become "your essential service provider", by 

providing the services that resonate with our customers.

Representative Director
Chairman & Co-CEO

Representative Director
President & Co-CEO

Hirohiko ImuraToshio Maki
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